Introduction and assumptions
This article is a generalization of the paper [1] and deals with an approximation method for solution of integral equation. This method consists in replacing the examined equation by a system of numerical equations (see [3] , [4] ).
We apply this method to the equation with respect to function <p. We prove the uniqueness of the solutions of (1) and the uniqueness of the corresponding numerical equation and give an error estimation of the approximate solution.
We admit the following assumptions: We assume that the end points of the interval (lk,i, h,i), k = satisfy the condition (4) /i,i > 0, l jA < l ji2 < l j+1A < l j+h2
for j = 1,... ,p -1. Assume that the function
for s e (h,1,h,2), k = l,...,p, is "one to one" in the set ULi('m>^,2)-II. a is a given real number satisfying the condition (7) 0 < a < 1. 
|iV(i,u)-JV(*,u')| < kN-\u-u'\.
These functions are continuous with respect to 
For every R > 0 there exist positive constants M(K,R)
and M(N,R) such that for arbitrary elements t G L, r 6 L, and u € {11 € Z : |u| < R} the following inequalities hold
\N(t,u)\ < M(N,R).
Approximate solution 885
From the assumptions III.l and III.3 we infer that for every R > 0 and 8 > 0 we have As the approximate equation of (1) we take the equation P n k , (25) {¡^h-fc=l ¿=1 1 
Existence and uniqueness of the solution of the equation (1)
Let
(t) = J dT + N[t, <p(t)] (t E L).

Note that if <p G C(L), and g e C(L) and the assumptions I, II and III.l are satisfied, then Ay £ C(L), Ag € C(L) and
\\A<p-Ag\\<T\\<p-g\\,
P K[z{s k>i -i ), Z(S T ), ^n(Sr)] • z'{s T ) \z(s T ) -zis^l*
( P h;.
• E/ ^ j =1 ij.i 
S -
with respect to function V> n 6 Cn(C). If the function V> n is given by (24) then equation (25) is equivalent to the following system of numerical equations 
\(Antpn)(s) -(Anhn)(s)\ <
Hence H^nV'n -Anhn || n < 7 • ||y>" -hn\\n. Basing on the above mentioned Banach-Cacciopoli theorem we have the following 
